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Country of Incorporation

South Africa

Nature of Organisation

The Association is a non-profit organisation
incorporated in terms of the Non-profit
Organisations Act 1977, on 9 December 1999.

					

Registration Number 			007-517 NPO
PBO Number				930 019 992
Nature of Operations			
The aim of this organisation is to see lives and
					communities transformed through the provision
					
of education and development programmes with
a specific emphasis on educational enrichment
					
and supplementary tuition targeting the full
					
diversity of the South African Youth. The
					
organisation achieves this objective through the
					
medium of the performing arts, with an emphasis
					
on magic and the allied arts.
		

Street Address				215 Imam Haron Rd 					
					Claremont, 7700
					Cape Town, South Africa
Postal Address 			PO Box 2479
					Clareinch, 7740
					Cape Town, South Africa
Telephone				
+27 21 683 5480
		
Website				www.collegeofmagic.com
Auditors				Horwath Zeller Karro
					Chartered Accountants (S.A.)
					Registered Accountants and Auditors

Sign up for our Newsletter and make sure you follow us on Facebook and Instagram for regular updates.
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Training has continued even under these difficult circumstances.

A message from the Chairman
The 2020 AGM signalled a watershed
moment in the hearts and minds of
the many faithful supporters of the
College of Magic. A welcomed and
unusually broad range of interested
parties converged and connected in
a manner previously unheard of at
the Kelvin Grove Country Club, Cape
Town. The meeting solidified support
of the College of Magic’s 2020 brand
of community upliftment and the good
work undertaken by the founders and
management team, leading up to and
through the Covid pandemic period.
The 2019/20 College of Magic board
considered a range of change strategy
– the desire to modernise the College’s
operational focus, design reflective
people management processes and
ensure the financial wellbeing of the
College to the benefit of all successful
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graduates and participants in the
College’s established Outreach and
Magic in the Community projects.
The 2020 year will be remembered
for the dramatic impact that the
Covid Pandemic unleashed upon
our country. We thank our teaching
volunteers, operations team members,
administrators, parents, students,
accountants and board members for
their time and consistency during this
period of uncertainty. I am especially
grateful to our previous chairman,
Mr Bruce Hutchison and the director,
Mr David Gore, for their wisdom and
support in recognising and embracing
the need to modernise.
We are grateful for the medical
recovery and stamina displayed by our
team members and acknowledge the
outpouring of support received from
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“The 2021/22
financial year is
set for change.
Exciting and
impactful
change.”

our world-wide friends and funding
partners. The solidarity of College
supporters, similar to that which we
witnessed at the 2020 AGM, was again
demonstrated as we learnt of the Covid
related tragedies experienced within
our community. We pause to remember
our lost friends and loyal supporters
who too cherished the purpose of the
College – bettering lives through the
teaching and sharing of the theatrical
magical performing arts.
The business and operations function of
the College is well placed to transverse
the new financial year, having navigated
the brunt of the national pandemic
shutdown period in a controlled and
cost-minimised state, by design. The
2020/21 board brings a wealth of
knowledge and talent to the College

leadership squad which is tasked to
design and deliver the change that was
recognised by the previous board and
management team. The predictable
and unfortunate impact of the
pandemic on income potential remains
a constraint. The sharpening of minds
and narrow financial scope emboldens
the board’s drive to evaluate and action
modernisation, more expeditiously
than would otherwise be the case.
The 2021/22 financial year is set for
change. Exciting and impactful change.
Yours Magically
Justin Barry
CHAIRMAN
May, 2021

2020/2021 Management Board. From top left: Justin Barry (Chairman), David Gore, David Gordon, Stuart Taylor, Marian Williamson,
Sithembele Tyutula, Wendt Saurma-Jeltsch (Treasurer), Guy van der Walt. Missing: Dawn Hillman (Secretary).

Sign up for our Newsletter and make sure you follow us on Facebook and Instagram for regular updates.
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Moments captured
from Imagine at the
V&A Waterfront
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The Course 6 Graduating Class of 2020 celebrates!

A message from the Director
‘Cultivating the right attitude’ was the
theme introduced to our students at our
opening assemblies at the beginning of
2020. Little did we know how important
the magic word “attitude” would be for
us all as we hit the challenges caused
by the global COVID-19 pandemic.
2020 proved to be a year of celebration,
difficulty, tragedy and yet, thanks to the
positive attitude of our College of Magic
family, one of triumph.

Celebration
Our 40th Anniversary year commenced
in January with the College of Magic
performing daily at the V&A Waterfront.
The “Imagine- Summer Magic
Spectacular” was a firm favourite with
the holiday crowds in the amphitheatre.
This fast-paced illusion show directed
by Chad Findlay, with lead performer
Mawonga Gayiya, had the audience

gasping and cheering. The show was
followed by a magic workshop in the
specially decorated historic ‘Tunnel’,
which received visitors, local and foreign,
eager to learn a little ‘magic’. A large
team of College of Magic graduates,
students and parents contributed to
what was to become our last major ‘in
person’ public event of 2020.
A ‘Magical Masquerade’ themed
Birthday Bash took place in February
to formally start our 40th Anniversary
celebrations. Organised by graduate,
Santika Naidoo, the event took place
at the decorated College of Magic and
was a roaring success, attended by more
than 200 guests and helpers.
We were privileged to welcome several
International guests during the first
quarter before lockdown. A group
of magicians from the organisation,
‘Magicians without borders’ including

Sign up for our Newsletter and make sure you follow us on Facebook and Instagram for regular updates.
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“With no prior
experience in
handling a
pandemic, we set
about educating
ourselves how
we could reach
our students in
a safe and viable
manner.”

founder, Tom Verner, visited and
performed alongside a group of aspirant
magicians from Bonteheuwel being
trained by graduate Jacques le Sueur.
Card Magic Legend, Richard Turner,
a blind performer, graciously
performed and visited many of the
classes answering their questions
during his visit. He was accompanied
by his wife Kim and mobile game
inventor, David Reichel.
Other special guests included Marcia
Miquelon and Jacob Mills of the Wild
Rumpus Circus, Wisconsin, USA.
Andreas ‘Andy’ Ost, renowned German
singer, songwriter and comedian and
his wife Antje visited and generously
shared a wonderful donation of magic
to be used to grow the magic acts of
young students.
In March, College programmes were
well underway. 2020 training courses
were in ‘full swing’ with more than 150
students already registered. Schools
attending The Magic Classroom
programme were thronging the
corridors of our centre excited by the
magic of science and mathematics
presented by Prof Bayla and his team.
Plans were in place for our rural training
projects and marketing underway for
our major events of 2020. Then the
global ‘COVID-19’ pandemic struck.

Difficulty
With no prior experience in handling
a pandemic, we set about educating
ourselves how we could reach
our students in a safe and viable
manner. Our centre was closed at
lockdown causing our programmes
to be temporarily halted. With the
proactive support of our management
board, staff and voluntary teachers
plans were formulated and a remote
training programme was envisaged and
carried out. Lessons were provided on
WhatsApp, Zoom and Google Meet
Platforms. Events were moved online.
As most of our programmes have
a distinct social nature, COVID-19
impacted heavily on our operation.
Moving suddenly to online training
meant immediately getting a command
of the challenges of data, devices and
connectivity. The complexities are now
well known. The biggest challenge
being that connectivity within our
disadvantaged areas is for the most part
very poor. MIC manager, Sinethemba
Bawuti did a great job communicating
with students and parents, ensuring the
well-being of our vulnerable students
and helping facilitate their connectivity
for continued participation in the
training programme with sponsored
data. When regulations allowed, the
MIC team created a series of clusters

View 2020 Highlights Montage.
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Learning online in a ‘cluster group’

Hybrid classes continue ...

Young Magic Leaders course participants

Sikelela receiving her course equipment

Sibabalo performs at Birthday Bash

A visit from the sensational US magician, Richard Turner

Backstage at Cape Champs

Adam’s Birthday Bash magic

Daniel enters the Course JMD Contest from home

Sign up for our Newsletter and make sure you follow us on Facebook and Instagram for regular updates.
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“Many parents
reported
that these
lessons during
lockdown
provided
emotional and
social support
at a difficult
time in the
lives of their
children.”

where students could gather, under
appropriate COVID health guidelines,
and eventually many students returned
to hybrid classes at the College of Magic
in the 4th quarter.
Our voluntary teaching staff are
to be commended for ‘stepping up’
and not just accepting the challenge
of online training but embracing
the many new opportunities, with
interactive lessons, video clips,
links and games. This was to prove
an amazing learning curve for all
involved. It was gratifying to see
the reaction of the students as
they engaged in this new medium
submitting performances for
evaluation and the resourcefulness
as they constructed their own props
out of items around the home.
As the regulations were eased,
we were able to deliver learning
materials to our students. Packages
of materials for a 5-week cycle were
packed at the College of Magic and
a team of voluntary teachers drove
around delivering the packages to

the various homes. Our continuing
project of creating new full colour
digital notes was very helpful for
online training. Many parents
reported that these lessons during
lockdown provided emotional and
social support at a difficult time in
the lives of their children.
Thanks to Vanilla, the College of
Magic managed to secure a good fibre
connection to the world and installed
Wifi and VOIP phones throughout
the centre. This was not only a big
money saver for our organisation
but gave us a vital tool in tackling
online training. Another boost came
from Josh Jay and Andi Gladwin of
Vanishing Inc, who sponsored us
connecting with our disadvantaged
students during the pandemic and
Nu World Industries who supplied
tablet devices.
There were many difficult times which
needed to be overcome, including the
delivery of food parcels, death of family
members and the attempting hijacking

Some of our Course 1 class who embarked on an exciting new adventure in 2020. We wish them the best of luck for the years of magic
ahead of them!
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Deyna and her proud family members at the Annual Graduation

Supported by her family, Sikelelwa graduates

The excellent juggling act from ‘Stars of Magic’ online show

Hlumulo practicing the art of juggling

Emilie and Faith sharing the magic

Jenna and Aphiwe entertaining at the 40th Anniversary Birthday Bash

Technical whizz Anele on Camera

Cape Champs finalist, Sahil.

Cape Champs finalist, Alfred.

Sign up for our Newsletter and make sure you follow us on Facebook and Instagram for regular updates.
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“The
overwhelming
support and
warmth from
our graduates
and supporters
was a welcome
boost ...
demonstrating
that the College
of Magic is
in safe hands
with so many
prepared to
protect our
ethos and build
our future.”

of our social worker. Tragedy struck in
November when Course 5 student, Anga
Ncuthe (17), lost his life in a senseless
act of violence.
We are extremely saddened by the
passing of our “Godfathers in Magic”,
Roy Horn and Siegfried Fischbacher of
‘Siegfried and Roy’ fame. Siegfried and
Roy, entertainment icons of Las Vegas,
were long-time friends and supporters
of the College of Magic. Their generous
support, love and inspiration has
helped drive our outreach programmes
for more than two decades, allowing
magic to foster and flourish in South
Africa, impacting thousands of young
lives. Their spirt surrounds us – the
“SARMOTI” room, filled with Siegfried
and Roy memorabilia, is well known to
all who visit our Centre, the “Tree of the
Future” and the host of recipients of
the annual “SARMOTI Scholarship” are
part of a rich legacy they leave behind.
Some lucky students and staff had the
incredible thrill of meeting these giants
of magic in Las Vegas with their leading
lady of magic, Lynette Chappell, and
being spoilt by their generosity and
hospitality. They will be sorely missed.

Triumph
Under these extraordinary conditions it
was amazing to witness the incredible
progress achieved by our students. The
difficult circumstances of lockdown did
not deter. In fact, many new skills were
acquired. The pandemic opened the
door to all our students ‘visiting’ each
other’s homes in a digital manner. We
gained new students from further afield.
Our first American and Canadian Course
1’s joined students from Durban and
Johannesburg. Online training naturally
opened our ability to reach students
not resident in Cape Town, opening new
possibilities for the future.
During 2020 several contests were
held, initially ‘in person’ and then
online. The judging panels were joined
by international experts as the new
online events allowed. Dozens of
experts deliberated as judges over the
various events assessing the magic
and entertainment abilities. Entrants
submitted their acts on videos via
WhatsApp, email and google drives.
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Some acts were filmed at the College
of Magic. Liam Joubert hosted most of
these events – streaming on YouTube.
Despite the difficulties of the ‘new’
medium, the students continued to
successfully entertain with their skilful
magic and interesting storytelling.
These contests climaxed in the annual
Western Cape Junior Magician
Championships, held online with USA
magic star, Randi Shine hosting the
Close-up Section and our own, Stuart
Taylor hosting the Stage competition.
The popular Street Magic Contest also
took place. The event was streamed
‘live’ from the College of Magic, with
technical wizard and graduate, Grant
Atkinson in charge. Charity groups who
would usually attend were invited to
join online.
The ‘2020 Puppet Idols’ showcased
our puppeteers displaying creativity
in the ventriloquism genre, with
the theme of ‘My Puppet and I
experiencing Lockdown’. Judges, Steve
Axtell (USA) Gareth Lush (SA) and
Doug Price (SA) praised the excellent
standards of the finalists.
What a joy it was to meet so many
graduates at our 2020 Annual General
Meeting, held at Kelvin Grove in
October. The overwhelming support
and warmth from our graduates and
supporters was a welcome boost,
bringing to an end a couple of years of
legal challenges, demonstrating that the
College of Magic is in safe hands with so
many prepared to protect our ethos and
build our future.
We were thrilled to be able to make our
annual awards in person to many of our
students at a series of 5 small graduation
ceremonies held in November at
the College of Magic. These socially
distanced, hybrid events were followed
from home by those wishing to remain
remote and by friends and family, local
and abroad. The Course 6 Act an annual
highlight of the graduation ceremony
was filmed and edited by the students
during the weeks preceding the event
and screened on the day.
Our usual December Holiday Charity
Show programme was replaced this year
by a ‘charity begins at home’ project.
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Ruby and Zeta at the ‘Masquerade’

Sign up for our Newsletter and make sure you follow us on Facebook and Instagram for regular updates.
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“… I am excited
around new
potential and
possibilities
in our quest
to transform
and empower
young South
Africans through
the ‘wonder of
magic’.”

Sponsored by Daniel Gray, students
of the College of Magic gathered in
December and selected a gift to wrap
and magically produce for a loved one.
The well attended workshop included
wrapping, card making, practice
performances and refreshments. Some
students submitted filmed clips of
themselves presenting their gifts.
With the COVID pandemic, our usual
funding events fell away. Our planned
shows were at first rescheduled
and as the severity of the pandemic
became known, postponed to 2021.
In June Stuart Taylor and his company
Webshows, hosted an online fundraising
show for the College of Magic, entitled,
“Stars of Magic”. The event was a
huge team effort involving a host of
excellent performers both local and
international. The line-up for the show
included: Hosts Stuart Taylor and
Conrad Koch with international guests,
David Ben, Julie Eng, George Parker,
Guy Hollingworth, Mac King, R.Paul
Wilson, Chris Capehart, Ran’d Shine
and local graduates Olwethu Dyantyi,
Riaad Moosa and Larry Soffer. Students
Lihle Bomsini, Sisonke Mkwela and
jugglers, Anathi Fodo, Liyema Bovu and
Vuyolwethu Kwatsha also appeared.
Chad Findlay prepared some beautiful
graphics and video inserts, including
a short insight into our online training
programme. Penn and Teller helped
with promotion and Josh Jay, Andi
Gladwin and Lee Cohen submitted
messages, Dynamo gave a surprise
appearance and message. Thanks to
the support and generosity of our
supporters, this community effort

raised a whopping R127 000!
Other vital funding for 2020 was
generously granted by the Slaight
Family Foundation, National Lottery
Commission (NLC), the Department
of Cultural Affairs and Sport (DCAS),
the HCI Foundation, Gate Repair
Services and our large Sponsor-astudent support base. We salute you!
The pandemic also presented new
opportunities for generating income
as the College of Magic collaborated
with Webshows and NPO, Musicworks,
around the use of our facilities.
In closing I would like to extend
special thanks to my staff for their
loyal effort and work; and to our
management board, now being ably led
by chairperson, Justin Barry, for their
ongoing expert guidance and support.
Two outgoing board members, Keith
Jenkings and Bruce Hutchison, served
our organisation for more than 20 years.
We are deeply grateful to them for
their selfless dedication in assisting the
College of Magic prosper and reach our
40th Anniversary year.
As our organisation navigates a changing
world and unprecedented times, I
am excited around new potential and
possibilities in our quest to transform
and empower young South Africans
through the ‘wonder of magic’. I am
confident that my attitude is shared.
Yours Magically
David Gore
DIRECTOR
May, 2021

Course 2 students, Evan
and Sahar, demonstrating
their closeup miracles at the
Course Get-Together
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In Loving Memory of

ROY HORN
October 3, 1944 - May 8, 2020

&
SIEGFRIED FISCHBACHER
June 13, 1939 - January 13, 2021

“Our Godfathers in Magic.
SARMOTI forever.”

“Look for the magic that is all around you …
let it enlighten your heart and life.”
SIEGFRIED AND ROY

Sign up for our Newsletter and make sure you follow us on Facebook and Instagram for regular updates.
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NEWS

UPDATE

“I look
forward to ...
exploring and
implementing
new ideas ... as
we continue to
create a future
filled with
possibility for
the next
generation
of magical
students!“

The College of Magic conjures
new Interim CEO in 2021
The College of Magic, is proud to
announce the appointment of the
esteemed Daniel Galloway as its new
Interim CEO. Galloway, who brings his
exceptional management, operations
and production experience to the worldrenowned organisation, will be taking
the magical reins from 1 May 2021.
David Gore, founder of the College
of Magic, will be transitioning to the
position of Training Director and is
excited to work alongside Galloway
building new opportunities and
establishing a new era for this beloved
community organisation.
“This is a golden opportunity for the
College of Magic! Daniel has an
exceptional track record in the arts
industry and he shares our enthusiasm
and passion for education, outreach
and youth development. He balances
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his artistic achievements with excellent
management skills, fundraising experience
and the drive to conceptualise and
implement a thrilling future for our
organisation”, says Gore.
With a degree in Drama and
Linguistics from Rhodes University
and following 8 years at the
University of Cape Town as resident
Production Manager and Lighting
Designer, Galloway was asked to join
the brand-new, purpose built Fugard
Theatre in Cape Town as Managing
Director and Producer in 2010.
There he worked alongside Owner
and Producer Eric Abraham leading
a formidable team which established
The Fugard as one of the premiere
theatre destinations in South Africa.
Read full press release here.
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Njabula and Sibabalo sharing a magic moment

Sign up for our Newsletter and make sure you follow us on Facebook and Instagram for regular updates.
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Thank you to our supporters!
Corinne Abel
Wayne Abrahamse
Suzanne Ackerman
Ackerman Pick ‘n Pay
Foundation
Violet Adonis
Ashley Africa
Luke Africa
Wendy Annecke
Anonymous Donors
Artscape Audience
Development
Grant Atkinson
Eric Atmore
Barross Automation
Steve Axtell
Justin and Sigrid Barry
Lorna and John Barry
Michael Barta
Jenna Bass
Sinethemba Bawuti
Thomas Baxter
BCHC
Beautiful Gates
Luzuko Bedi
Heinrich Beer
David Ben
David Berglas
Grant Best
Stephen Best
Bhabhathane Schools
Transformation Trust
Bruce Bintley
Simon Birch
Nick Bode
Dean Bodenham
Phillip Boruchowitz
Michael Bosman
Khadija Brey
Matthew Bright
Jesse Brooks
Marlyn Buise
Graeme Bunce
Shane Butlion
Canon
Chris Capehart
Tanya Carter
Eddy Cassar
Catholic Mission Aid
CBA Minolta
Photocopiers
Centre for Early
Childhood Learning
Chad Findlay Creative
Lynette Chappell
Francis Chouler
City of Cape Town
Lee Cohen
Stuart Cohen
Timothy Coles
Michael and Mary Colley
Alan Committie
Russell Comrie
Matthew Cook
Johnny Copelyn
Ger Copper
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Debbie Damons
Ralph De Hahn
Marinus De Kok
Jack Diamond
Giuseppe and Corine Di
Capua
Simon Dimaio
Peter Djordjeno
Helen and Rob Douglas
Elizabeth Dube
Olwethu Dyantyi
Anele Dyasi
Dynamo
Julie Eng
Laurence Estéve
Michael Evans
Benita Faiers
Gabe Fajuri
Fantastic Magic Camp
Terry Fator
Michael and Michelle
Fenwick
Chad Findlay
Dave Findlay
Justin Fish
Bronwyn Fisher
Vuyolwethu Foslara
Mat Franco
Bertil Fredstrom
Adrian Galley
Jahn Gallo
Isaac Gama
Evan Gambardella
Gate Repair Services
Mawonga Gayiya
Gemini Printing
Solutions
Andi Gladwin
Terry Godfrey
Golden Arrow
Community Transport
Services
Jennifer Goldstein
Onwaba Gongotha
David Gordon
Chris Gore
David Gore
Joe and Tanya Gore
Matthew and Brooke
Gore
Michelle Gore
Patrick Gore
Robert Gore
Simon and Bridget Gore
Tim Gore
Reg Grant
Kyle Gray
Ricki Gray
John Griffiths
Thulane Gxubane
Dougen Hall
Ethel Hamman
Haritons
Peter Haussler
Valeria Haussler-Salles
Neil Hazell

HCI Foundation
Heatherdale Children’s
Home
Mark Hewitson
Dawn Hillman
Ongezwa Hlekiso
Renée Holleman
Guy Hollingworth
Carol and Steven
Hopwood
Bruce and Laura
Hutchison
Moeniel Jacobs
Vincenzo Janna
Ayesha Janodien
Joshua Jay
Nerine Jeaven
Keith Jenkings
Lance Job
Johannesburg Magic
Circle
Liam Joubert
Bill Kalush
Hymie and Shirley
Kaplan
David Karpul
Richard Kaufman
Greg Kaylor
Mac King
Andrew Klazinga
Aidan Knott
Conrad Koch
Petra Krupp
Gavin Kruse
Nariman Laattoe
Irvine Laidlaw
Josh Langdon
Dominic Lavin
Jeremy Lawrence
Leliebloem House
Adrian Le Roux
Marlene Le Roux
Jacques Le Sueur
Vaughan Leader
Steve Leech
Mzukisi Lembeni
Stuart Lightbody
Gay Ljungberg
George Luck
Sinothando Lufutha
Gareth Lush
Nomatter Machaka
Magicana
Magic Brothers World
Tony Mago
Yadhir Maharaj
Make Believe
Enrico Marinus
Alexander May
Diane May
Peter McLachlan
David McLaren
McLaren Circus
Glenn McMeeking
Cabangile Mdluli
Gudrun and Wolfgang

Messelken
Chris Metcalfe
Zandile Mhambi
Joy Millar
Nicholas and Angela
Miller
Jacob Mills
Marcia Miquelon
Asiphe Mnqika
Qaqambile Mnqika
Leonie Mollentze
Shafieka Moos
Riaad Moosa
Luvo Mrolota
Elri Muller
Jean-Pierre MurrayKline
Musicworks
My School
Siyamthanda Mzangwa
Pam and Raven Naidoo
Santika Naidoo
Venolan Naidoo
Nassau Theatre
National Lotteries
Commission
Siyambonga Nazo
Siphesihle Ndayi
David Newby
Nkumbuzo Nkonyana
Nu World Industries
Rolf-Stephan Nussbaum
Foundation
Khanyi Nyakatya
Monica Nyakatya
Octotel
Andreas and Antje Ost
Marcel Oudejans
George Parker
Ann and Roger Pawley
Penn and Teller
Carlo Penso
Tina and Tony Penso
Wade and Nakeeta
Petersen
Pick ‘n Pay
Kriben Pillay
Marcel Pretorius
Doug Price
Elke Prinz
Wolfram Prinz
Debby Querido
Fred Rasmussen
Emmalene Ravell
Reach for a Dream
Kieran Redpath
David Reichel
Nicholas Rix
Matthew Ross
SA Online
Michael Saharin
Steve Sandomierski
Wendt Saurma-Jeltsch
Helene Schoeman
Adam Schroeder
Brent September

Pippa Shaper
Pam and John Sharp
Ryan Sharp
Ran’d Shine
Luzuko Sidimba
Siegfried and Roy
Stan Sieler
Tore Skytèn
Slaight Family
Foundation
Allan Slaight
Gary Slaight
Charles Smith
Simon and Tracy Smith
Charles Slater
Larry Soffer
SOS Children’s Village
Soundworks
David Sousa
South African Magical
Society
Samuel Spiller
Johan Ståhl
Dan and Heather Stein
Joshua Stein
Stepping Stones
Piet and Melanie Steyn
Markus and Klementyna
Stipp
Percy Stipp
Devin Swanson
Stuart Taylor
Charles Tertiens
Touareg
Richard Turner
Sithembele Tyutula
Colin Underwood
Carol van der Rheede
Guy and Ploy van der
Walt
Brigid van der
Westhuizen
Vanilla
Vanishing Inc.
Peter Vanne
Lauren Veary
Tom Verner
Jane Visser
Zukiswa Vuka
Matthew Walton
Kay Warne
Mandy Watson
Chris Wayne
Tara Weinberg
Western Cape
Department of Cultural
Affairs and Sport
Fatima Williams
Fazielah Williams
Barry Williamson
Kenneth Williamson
Marian Williamson
R. Paul Wilson
Richard Wiseman
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Download unabridg ed financial documents on our
website at www.collegeofmagic.com/documents

Sign up for our Newsletter and make sure you follow us on Facebook and Instagram for regular updates.
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Our funding partners

DAVID
BERGLAS

A BIG thank you for keeping the magic alive!
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The Magic of Self-esteem
Today’s youth, especially those from marginalised
backgrounds, face a multitude of challenges and
problems. There is a pressing need for creative
initiatives to transform our youth.
“It was not lack of ability that limited my people,
but lack of opportunity,” said Nelson Mandela.
Our students have the ability – the College of
Magic opens up a world of opportunities for
them in which to conjure for themselves a
future of hope.
We ask you to partner with us and support these
young people as they seize the opportunities available,
transform their lives and realise their dreams.
PLEASE DONATE TODAY
PS. Let Your Legacy shape our Legacy: Please
remember us in your Will.

Visit www.colle g eo f ma g i c . c o m/d o n a t e

The joy of discovery as College of Magic students teach other young people the
wonders of the art of magic as part of a workshop at the V&A Waterfront

ence - donate today Make a difference - donate today
Bank EFT
Name:College
College of
Name:
ofMagic
Magic
Bank:Standard
Standard Bank
Bank:
Bank
Branch:Kromboom
Kromboom
Branch:
AccountNo:
No: 072895195
Account
072895195
Branch No:
No: 026209
Branch
026209
SwiftCode:
Code: SBZAZAJJ
Swift
SBZAZAJJ

ear

PayPal
Keep the Magic Alive!

DONATE >
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Back-a-Buddy
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Keep the Magic Alive!

DONATE >
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Professional
Services

MySchool Card

Volunteer your services.

Free community
loyalty programme.

CONTACT >

SIGN UP >
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